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Listing Department Listing Department
BSE Limited National Stock Exchange of India Ltd.
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers Exchange Plaza, C-1, Block G,
Dale! Street Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (E)
Mumbai- 400001 Mumbai - 400051
Scrip Code- 540530 NSE Symbol- HUDCO

Sub: Announcement under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and
Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015- Change in Credit Rating.
 

Dear Sir! Ma’am

in compliance with Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obiigations and Disclosure
Requirements) Regulations, 2015, this is to inform you that Moody’s Investor Service,
Singapore, by press release dated 8"’I November, 2019, has affirmed the ratings of
Housing and Urban Development Corporation Limited (HUDCO) at “Baa2” levei (Le.
at the Sovereign ceiiing). At the same time, Moody‘s has revised the outlook of
HUDCO to Negative from Stable. The rating action follows the affirmation of india’s
“BaaZ” Sovereign rating and the change in the outlook to ‘Negative' from ‘Stable’.

The press release in this regard published by Moody's Investor Service, Singapore is
attached.

The above is submitted for your information and dissemination.

Thanking you

Yows faithfully
F 1" Ho King and Urban Development Corporation Ltd

1’

Harish KumarSharma ' I "'1 f " "
Company Secretary & Compliance Offitei'
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Rating Action: Moody's takes rating actions on 11 Indian financiat institutions, after change In sovereign

ouflook

 

08 Nov 2019

Singapore, November 08, 2019 -~ Moody's Investors Service has affirmed the ratings of the 11 tndian financial institutions below.

(1) Bank of India (801),

(2) Canara Bank (CAN),

(3) Export-lmport Bank of indie (EXiM indie),

(4) HDFC Bank Limited,

(5) Hero Fincorp Limited.

(6) Housing and Urban Development Corp Ltd (HUDCO),

(7) indian Raiiway Finance Corporation Limited (lRFC),
(.11,

c@g118) Oriental Bank of Commerce (080),

(9) State Bank of indie (881),

(10) Syndicate Bank (Syndicate) and

(11) Union Bank of indie (UBl).

At the same time, Moody's has revised the outtook of six financial institutions to negative from stabie. The affected financiai

institutions are EXIM indie, HDFC Bank, Hero FinCorp, HUDCO. RFC, and SBI.}The rating outlooks for BOI, CAN, OBC, Syndicate

and UBE are maintained at stable.

the rating actions follow the affirmation of india‘s Baa2 sovereign rating, and the change in the outlook to negative from stabie on

07 November 2019. For details, please refer to the press release: Mp3:h'www.moodvs.oom/reseereh/Moodvs~ohanqes—indias—

outioo|<-te~neeative-from—stabie«afiirm3nBaaZ--PR 410439

Separately, Moody‘s has dewngrected the Iong-term Counterparty Risk Assessment (CR Assessment) and long—term local currency

Counterparty Risk Rating (ORR) 0f HDFC Bank Limited, Bahrain Branch and ECICE Bank Limited, Bahrain Branch to 832(cr) from

Ba1(or) and Ba2 from BB1, to align these ratings with Bahrain's local currency ceilings.

Also for ICICI Bank Bahrain Branch, Moody‘s has downgraded the long—term foreign currency senior unsecured MTN program rating

and subordinate MTN program rating to (P)Ba3 from (P)Ba2, to align these ratings with Bahrain's foreign currency bond ceiling.

Jiod’here are currently no outstanding bonds issued out of the Bahrain branch.

Piease click on this link wpzflwww.moodys.com/viewresearchdoo.aspx?docid=PBC 204799 for the List of Affected Credit Ratings.

This tist is an integral part of this Press Reiease and identifies each affected issuer.

RATINGS RATIONALE

Please click on this link httpzflwwwmoodys.comlviewresearohdoc.aspx?ctocid=PBC 204799 for the List of Affected Credit Ratings.

This list is an integrat part of this Press Retease and provides, for each of the credit ratings covered, Moody's disclosures on the

foltowing items:

Principat Methodologies

AFFIRMATION OF RATINGS AND CHANGE IN OUTLOOK TO NEGATIVE FROM STABLE FOR EXIM indie. HDFC Bank.

HUDCO. IRFC, and 881

EXlM indie, HUDCO, iRFC, and SBl's finai ratings are at the same ievel as the sovereign rating because of the uplift to their ratings.

based on Moody's assumption that these companies will receive government support in times of need. Consequently, if Moody's

downgrades the sovereign rating, Moody's will atso downgrade these cempanies‘ final ratings.

The close links between the four companies and the Government of indie is the key reason why Moody's has changed the outlooks

for these companies to negative from stabie, after doing the same for the sovereign rating.

As for the change in outlook for HDFC Bank, given the strong linkages between a bank's business and the sovereign credit profile,

including by way of large direct exposure to government debt and exposure to common undertying operating conditions, the

Baeeiine Credit Assessment (BCA) of a bank is capped at the sovereign rating of the country that it operates in. Consequentty, for

HDFC Bank, Moody's will downgrade the bank's bea2 BCA, if Moody's downgrades India's BaaZ sovereign rating. This situation in

turn woutd teed to a downgrade of HDFC Bank's final ratings and is the key driver of the change in the bank‘s ratings outlook to

negative from stable.
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All the inputs into the ratings. including their standalone credit profiles and government support, remain unchanged. Consequently,

Moody‘s has affirmed etl five financial institutions' ratings.

AFFERMATION OF HERO FENCORP‘S RATINGS AND CHANGE IN OUTLOOK TO NEGATiVE

Hero FinCorp's Baa3 issuer rating incorporates a very high probability of support from its parent, Hero MotoCorp Limited (HMCL)

which results in a 3 notch uplift as compared to its standalone assessment of has.

Moody's has changed the outlook on Hero FinCorp's ratings to negative from stable to reflect Moody's expectation that the

stowdown in the tedian economy may negatively impact the financial strength of HMCL and thereby its abiitty to support Hero

FinCorp.

AFFIRMAt‘iON OF RATINGS OF BOI. CAN, 0130, Syndicate AND USE, OUTLOOK MAtNTAtNED AT STABLE

Moody‘s expects that BOI, CAN, CBC, Syndicate and UBI will continue to enjoy a very high level of support from thegoverhmeet.

Under these support assumptions, even if the sovereign rating is downgraded by one notch to Beat}, the'support uetn‘t shoule be

sufficient to keep the final ratings unchanged at Baas. This situation is the key driver of Moody's affirmation of the fave banks

ratings.

 

Moody's does not have any perticuter governance concern for all the issuers impacted by today's rating action. Moody's does not

apply any corporate behavior adjustment to the banks and views their risk management framework as consistent and

commensurate with their risk appetite.

ASSIGNMENT OF FOREiGN CURRENY CRR TO HDFC BANK AND SB! AND THEER BRANCHES

In the case of HDFC Bank and its Hong Kong branch, Moody's has assigned foreign currency CRR of Baa1lP-2, which is at the

"same tevel as the banks' respective domestic currency CRR, which Moody's has already assigned.

For SB! and its DIFC Branch, t-[ong Kong Branch. London Branch and Nassau Branch, Moody's has assigned foreign currency CRR

0f Baa2lP-2, which is at the same level as the banks‘ respective domestic currency CRR, which Moody's has atready assigned.

tn assigning the CRR to the banks. Moody's eppties its basic Loss Given Failure (LGF) approach) becauee Moody's sees indie as

not having an operational resotutton regime. Moody's basic LGF analysts positions CRRs in line with the banks' CR Assessments

and one notch above their Adjusted BCAs, prior to government support.

RATING ACTION ON HDFC BANK AND ICICI BANK'S BAHRAIN BRANCH

The rating actions on HDFC Bank‘s Bahrain Branch and ICICE Bank's Bahrain Branch is solely to align their Iong-term CR

Assessment and long-term local currency CRR with Bahrain's iocal currency ceilings and does not rettect any deterioration in the

standalone assessment or the BCA of the banks.

Also, the downgrade of ICICI Bank Bahrain Branch's Iong-term foreign currency senior unsecured MTN program rating and

subordinate MTN program rating is to align these ratings with Bahrain‘s feteign currency bond ceiling.  
For more details, pteese see Moody's rating action on Bahrain on 03 August 2018: mes:ll'wwwmoodys.comlresearch/Moodys;

downgrades-Bahrains—ratings-tonBZ-maintains—neoetive-outlook--PR 387174 and 17 December 2018:

httpszllwww.moodvs.coml‘researchiMoodvs-chanoeswoutlook—on—Bahrains-retinq—to~stabEe—atfirms-B2—-PR 392698
 

Moody‘s has also assigned a foreign currency CRR of BaBiNP to HDFC Bank's Bahrain Branch. The foreign currency CRR is

wkapped by Bahrain's foreign currency bond ceiitng of Bali. Moody's hes atso affirmed HDFC Bank Bahrain Branoh‘s short-term CRA

and toast currency CRR at NP(er) and NP respectively.

WiTt-EDRAWAL OF OUTLOOK ON THE iSSUER RATENG FOR IRFC

Moody's has withdrawn the outtook on lRFC's foreign currency issuer rating for its own business reasons. Please refer to the

Moody's Investors Service's Policy for Withdrawal of Credit Ratings. available on its website, www.moodys.com

WHAT COULD CHANGE THE RATING UP

88!, HDFC Bank and EXIM indie:

Given the negative outlook on the sovereign and bank ratings, SBI, HDFC Bank and EXtM lndia's ratings are unlikely to be
upgraded over the next 12-18 months.

Nevertheless, Moody's couid uhgrade the BCA of SBl and EXlM India, if these banks demonstrate improvement in their assat

quality, supported by recovery m profitability and oapitet teveis, as welt as maintaining stable funding and liquidity.

An upgrade of HDFC Bank's BCA is unlikely, because the BCA is already at the same levei as the sovereign rating.

BOI. CAN, OBC, Syndicate and UBI:

Given the stable outlook, the ratings of these financial institutions are unlikely to be upgraded over the next 12—1 8 months.

Neyertheless, Moo'dy's could upgrade the banks' BCAs if their asset quattty improves, supported by the recovery in profitabitity and
capital levels, and If they maintain stabie funding and liquidity.

HUDCO and IRFC:

about'hlpntt
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Gtven'the negative outlook, HUDCO's and IRFC's ratings are unlikely to be upgraded over the next 12-18 months.

Neverthetess, Moody's could upgrade HUDCO's BCA. if there is a significant and sustained improvement in its iiquidity profile,

particuiarly an increase in excess liquidity on its balance sheet to buffer against potentiai adverse market conditions.

Hero FinCorp:

Given the negative outlook, Hero FinCorp's ratings are unlikely to be upgraded over the next 12-18 months.

Nevertheless. Moody's could raise Hero FinCorp's standalone assessment if there is (1) a significant and sustained improvement in

the company's asset quality, driven by a decline in the formation of new nonpertorming loans across different product segments; (2)

improved profitability. driven by lower credit costs and increased operating teverage; or (3) an improvement in the company's

liquidity, driven by the maintenance of high-quality iiquid assets on its baiance sheet.

WHAT COULD CHANGE THE RATiNG DOWN

SBI, HDFC Bank and EXlM India:

Moody's could downgrade the ratings of SBI, HDFC Bank and EXIM India it Moody's downgrades the sovereign rating.

Moody's could downgrade the three banks' BCAs it their financiet fundamentals deteriorate significantly.

if all other rating factors are constant, their BCAs wouid come under pressure, it the banks report significantly increased problem

loan ratios or a significant decline in earnings, which leads in thin to weakened capitalization.

Any indication of diminishing government support for the banks could atso lead to a downgrade of their ratings.

En the case of HDFC Bank, a downgrade cf the sovereign rating wiil atso lead to a downgrade of the bank's BCA, because the BCA

is at the same ievei as the sovereign rating.

CAN, UBl, BOl, 0130 and Syndicate:

Moody‘s Could downgrade the BCAS of CAN, UBI, BOE, CBC and Syndicate. if the banks' financiai fundamentats deteriorate

significantly. if all other rating factors are constant. their BCAs wcutd come under pressure. if the banks report significantly

insteased problem toan ratios or a significant decline in earnings, which would lead in tern to weakened capitalization.

  

In the case of um and CAN, Moody‘s could downgrade their BCA and ratings if there is a weakening in their solvency metrics,
because of the amalgamation with Corporation Bank and Andhra Bank for UBI, and Syndicate with CAN; scenarios which were

announced by the indian government in August 2019.

Any indication of diminishing government suppon for the banks could also iead to a downgrade of their ratings.

HUDCO and IRFC:

 

Moody‘s could downgrade IRFC‘s ratings if (1)there is e materiai change in the company's business model such that it significant
increases its risk profile, (2) there is a change in the government's supportive stance toward IRFC, or (3) there is a downgrade of
the sovereign rating.

For HUDCO, Moody's coutd downgrade its ratings if Moody's downgrades the company's BCA by more than one notch or
, icwngrades indie's sovereign rating. Moody's could downgrade HUDCO's BCA if the entity's share of the government-gueranteed

' .i’ioan book materially reduces from the current ievets.

Hero FinCorp:

Moody's could dOanrecte Hero FinCotp's rating it (1) the company's asset quality or profitability deteriorate, or (2) there is a

weakening in Moody's expectation of support from the key shareholder in times of need.

Bank of India is headquartered in Mumbai, and reported total assets of lNR6.1 triiiion at 30 June 2019.

Canara Bank is headquartered in Bangalore. and reported assets of lNR7.1 tritlion at 30 June 2019.

Export—import Bank of India is headquartered Mumbai, and reported total assets of tNR1.2 trillion at 30 June 2019.

HDFC Bank Limited is headquartered in Mumbai. and reported total assets of iNR13.2 triilion at 30 Septembetr 2019.

Here FinCorp Limited is headquartered in New Delhi, and reported totai assets of |NR200 billion at 31 March 2019.

Housing and Urban Deveiopment Corp Ltd is headquartered in New Delhi. and reported totai assets of ENR700 billion at 30 June
2019. 2

indian RailwayFinance Corporation Limited is headquartered in New Delhi, and reported total assets of |NR1.6 trillion at St March
2018.

Oriental Bank of Commerce is headquartered in Dethi. and reported assets of iNR2.8 triiiien at 30 September 2019.

State Bank of India is headquartered in Mumbai, and reported total assets of INR 39.1 triiiion at 30 September 2019.

Syndicate Bank is headquartered in Bengatore, and reported assets of |NR3.0 trillion at 30 June 2019.
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Shion“Bank of indie is headquartered in Mumbai. and reported assets of ENR5.0 trillion at 30 June 2019.

REGULATORY DISCLOSURES

For ratings issued on a program, series, categorylciass of debt or security this announcement provides certain regulatory ‘

disclosures in relation to each rating of a subsequently issued bond or note of the same series, categotylclass of debt, secunty or

pursuant to a program for which the ratings are derived exciusiveiy from existing ratings in accordance with Moody's rating

practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this announcement provides certain regulatory disciosures in relation to_the .

credit rating action on the support provider and in relation to each particular credit rating action for securities that derive their credit

ratings from the support provider's credit rating. For provisional ratings, this announcement provides certain regulatory disclosures

in reiation to the provisional rating assigned, and in reiation to a definitive rating that may be assigned subsequent to the final

issuance of the debt, in each case where the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment of the

definitive rating in a manner that wouid have affected the rating. For further information please see the ratings tab on the

issuer/entity page for the respective issuer on www.meedys.com.

For any affected securities or rated entities receiving direct credit support from the primary entity(ies) of this credit rating action, and

whose ratings may change as a result of this credit rating action, the associated regulatory disciosures will be those of the guarantor

entity. Exceptions to this approach exist for the foiiowihg disclosures, if applicabie to turisdiction: Anciliary Services, Disclosure to

rated entity, Disclosure from rated entity.

Regulatory disclosures contained in this press release apply to the credit rating and, if applicabie, the related rating outlook or rating

review.

The betow coetact information is provided for information purposes oniy. Please see the ratings tab of the issuer page at .

www.moodys.com, for each of the ratings covered, Moody's disoiosures on the iead rating anaiyst and the Moody‘s legai entity that

has issued the ratings.

"?:Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the feed rating analyst and to the Moody's legal entity that has issued

the rating.

Please see the ratings tab on the issuen’entity page on www.moodys.com for additional regulatory disclosures for each credit rating.

Alka Anbarasu
VP - Senior Credit Officer
Financial institutions Group
Moody's investors Service Singapore Pte. Ltd.
50 Raffles Place #23-06
Singapore Land Tower
Singapore 48623
Singapore
JOURNALISTS; 852 3758 1350
Client Service: 852 3551 3077

Graeme Khowd

MD - Banking
Financial institutions Group
JOURNALISTS: 852 3758 1350

_ Client Service: 852 3551 3077

'S'Releasihg Office:
Moody's Investors Service Singapore Pte. Ltd.
50 Raffles Piece #23-06

Singapore Land Tower

Singapore 48623
Singapore
JOURNALESTS: 852 3758 1350
Ciient Service: 852 3551 3077
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© 2019 Moody’s Corporation, Moody’s Investors Service, Inc, Moody’s Analytics, Inc. and/or their

iicensors and affiliates (colicctively, “MOODY’S”). All rights reserved.

CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY MOODY'S INVESTORS SERVICE, INC. AND iTS RATINGS AFFILIATES ("MIS") ARE MOODY’S CURRENT
OPiNiONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDiT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITiES.
AND MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS MAY INCLUDE MOODY'S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF
ENTiTiES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES. MOODY’S DEFiNES CREDIT RISK AS THE RiSK THAT AN
ENTiTY MAY NOT MEET ITS CONTRACTUAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND ANY ESTIMATED FiNANCiAL
LOSS IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT OR iMPAIRMENT. SEE MOODY'S RATING SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS PUBLICATION FOR
INFORMATION ON THE TYPES OF CONTRACTUAL FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS ADDRESSED BY MOODY’S RATINGS. CREDiT
RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LIQUiDITY RISK, MARKET VALUE RISK, OR
PRICE VOLATILITY. CREDIT RATINGS AND MOODY'S OPINIONS iNCLUDED IN MOODY’S PUBLiCATIONS ARE NOT STATEMENTS OF
CURRENT OR HlSTORICAL FACT. MOODY'S PUBLICATIONS MAY ALSO iNCLUDE QUANTITATIVE MODEL-BASED ESTIMATES OF
CREDIT RISK AND RELATED OPINIONS 0R COMMENTARY PUBLISHED BY MOODY'S ANALYTICS, INC. CREDIT RATINGS AND
MOODY’S PUBLICATIONS DO NOT CONSTITUTE OR PROVIDE iNVESTMENT OR FINANCiAL ADVICE, AND CREDIT RATINGS AND
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Rating Action: Moody‘s changes India's outlook to negative from stabte, affirms Baa2 ratings

 

07 Nov 2019

New York, November 07, 2019 —— Moody's investors Service ("Moody's") has today changed the outlook on the Government of

India's ratings to negative from stable and affirmed the Baa2 foreign-currency and |ooa|~cerrehcy long-term issuer ratings. Moody's

aiso affirmed lndia's Baa2 IocaI—currency senior unsecured rating and its P-2 other shott—term tocai-currency rating.

Moody‘s decision to change the outlook to negative reflects increasing risks that economic growth witi remain materially tower than

in the past, partly reflecting lower government and policy effectiveness at addressing iong—standing economic and institutionai

weaknesses than Moody's had previousiy estimated, leading to a gradual rise in the debt burden from aiready high levels.  
While government measures to support the economy should help to reduce the depth and duration of india's gtowth slowdown,

prolonged financiai stress among rural households, Weak job creation, and, more recently, a credit crunch among non-bank financiai

institutions (NBFis). have increased the probability of a more entrenched slowdown. Moreover, the prospects of further reforms that

would support business investment and growth at high levels, and significantly broaden the narrow tax base, have diminished. it

nominal GDP growth does not return to high rates, Moody's expects that the government will face very significant constraints in

narrowing the genera: government budget deficit and preventing a rise in the debt burden.

The Baa2 rating balances the country's credit strengths including its iarge and diverse economy and stable domestic financing base

--».‘:_for government debt. against its principai chailenges including high government debt. Weak social and physicai infrastructure and a

.itragile financial sector.

tndia‘s long—term foreign-currehcy bond and bank deposit ceilings remain unchanged at Baa1 and Baa2, respectively. The short-

term foreigh—currency bond and bank deposit ceilings remain unchanged at Prime-2. The Iong—term iocal currency bond and deposit

ceilings remain enchahgeci at A1.

 

A futl list of affected ratings is provided towards the end of this press release.

RAI‘INGS RAT10NALE

RATIONALE FOR CHANGING THE OUTLOOK TO NEGA‘FlVE FROM STABLE

RESING RESK OF AN ENTRENCHED GROWTH SLOWDOWN AS MEDIUM—TERM REFORM PROSPECTS HAVE DiMMED AND

STRESS EN THE FINANClAL SECTOR HAS |NCREASED

India's economic growth has stowed materially, with reai and nominal GDP growth falling to 5% and 8% year on year in April-June

2019, respectively. Moody's estimates that the growth slowdown is in part iong-lasting. Moreover, compared with two years ago

when Moody‘s upgraded india's ratihg to Baa2 from Baa3, the probability of sustained real GDP growth at or above 8% has

significantly diminished. Rather, the downside risks to the growth outlook have increased as prospects for economic and institutionai

reforms that would lift and maintain growth at high rates have diminished. Stress among NBFls, with the possibility of a more severe

credit crunch that would affect credit supply, both directiy and through linkages with non-banks and banks, adds to the downside

risks to the medium-term growth outtook.

QThe drivers of the economic deceleration are muitipte and mainly domestic. in the context of a prolonged period of weak investment,

private consumption has slowad, driven by financiai stress among rural households and weak job creation. Moody's does not expect

the credit crunch among NBFis, major providers of retaii loans in recent years, to be resolved quickly. With pubiic sector banks stilt

dealing with the legacy of non—performing loans accumulated at the beginning of the decade, credit supply is tikely to remain

impaired for some time, compounding the income shocks. With a per—capita income of around $7,900 on a purchasing power parity

(PPP) basis in 2018, indian householes' capacity to absorb such negative shocks is iimited.
 

in recent months the government has responded to the growth slowdown with a series of measures aimed at stimulating domestic

demand. These ihctude income support to farmers and iow—ihcome households, help for stressed industries including autos and

NBFIs, and a broad corporate tax cut that reduced the base rate to 22% from 30%. Meanwhiie. the Reserve Bank of indie has

repeatedly cut the policy rate, by a cumutative 135 basis points since Februaty 2019.

Although Moody's expects these measures to provide support to the economy, they are unlikely to restore productivity and real GDP

growth to previous rates. Moreover, the multipie facets of the siowdown and structural weaknesses in the real economy and

financiai system that it reflects point to further downside risks to Moody‘s expectations that real and nominat GDP growth witl rise

towards 6.6% and t1 % respectively over the next year.

in turn, a protonged period of siower economic growth would dampen income growth and the pace of improvements in iiving

standards. and potentially constrain the policy options to driVe sustained high investment growth over the medium—to tong term.

Looking forward, potential GDP growth and employment generation will remain constrained uniess reforms are advanced to directly

reduce restrictions on the productivity of labor and land, stimutate private sector investment, and sustainebty strengthen the financial

sector. Moody's considers the prospects tor effective implementation of such reforms to have diminished since its upgrade of India's

sovereign rating in 2017. in the absence of such reforms. structurat constraints on prodUCtivity and job creation, will weigh further on

lndia's sovereign credit profits.

PROSPECTS FOR THE DEBT BURDEN TO DECLINE He'sVE about:blahk
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The rate of India's nominal GDP growth over the next few years wiil have a critical impact on the government's ability to address its

‘ telativeiy weak fiscal position.

At about 67% of GDP in 2018, lndia's generai government (combined central and state governments) debt is materiatly larger than

the Baa median of around 52%. Meanwhile, interest payments comprise about 23% of genera! government revenue, the highest

interest burden among Baa-rated peers and three times the Baa median of 8%.

Under Moody's assumption of a slight pick-up in GDP growth, scope for the government to narrow the budget deficit wiil remain very

iimited. For instance, with the recently announced corporate tax cuts and lower nominal GDP growth, Moody's now expects a

central government deficit of 3.7% of GDP in the fiscal yea;r ending in March 2020 (fiscal 2019), marking a 0.4 percentage point

slippage from its target despite significant cne—off revenue from the special RBI dividend payment. Government disinvestment

(asset sales) could fitl some of the gap behueen actual and expected deficits; however, budgeted targets have not always been met

in years past. State deficits will iikeiy be at or very close to the 3% of GDP cap. A deeper liquidity squeeze that threatened the

solvency of some NBFls could give rise to some fiscal costs from government support to some institutions.

  

In this context, Moody's analysis shows that the outiook for the debt burden is significantly dependent on trends in nominal GDP

growth. Indeed, lndia's historically high rate of nominai GDP growth was an important driver of a deciining debt burden in the past,

from above 80% of GDP in the eariy 20005 to about 67% in 2010. Now. under nominal GDP growth of around 11%, which Moody‘s

hroadiy projects as its baseline over the next few years, the debt burden will remain around 68% of GDP.

The downside risks to growth explained above point to risks that, instead of falling as expected previously, the debt burden rises

graduaily. in that scenario, india's already very weak debt affordabiiity woutd weaken further, constraining fiscai flexibility even more.

If such developments Were to encourage greater reliance on state-ownect enterprises to meet the country‘s need for social and

physical infrastructure, the sovereign's contingent liability risks wouid rise commensurately.

RATIONALE FOR AFFIRMENG THE 8832 RATiNG

.jol'he Baa2 rating reflects lndia's targe and diverse economy and stabte domestic financing base for government debt, balanced by its

high government debt burden. weak infrastructure and a tragiie financiai sector.

With nominal GDP 01552.7 triilion in 2018 India's economy is the targest among Baa-rated sovereigns. The indian economy has

been supported by its very targe domestic market, which has provided consistently strong domestic demand, fueled by rising

incomes, which has historically helped to shelter it from the impact of externat demand shocks. Nonetheless, although at currently

slower rates lndia's growth stilt remains high by international standards, weak infrastructure, rigidities in labor and product markets,

and ongoing asset quaiity chaiienges in the financiai system continue to constrain the economy's potentiai.

At the same time, a large poet of domestic private savings. available to finance government debt. partiy mitigates the sovereigns

fiscai risks posed by high government debt and weak debt affordability. High savings have enabled the government to issue long

maturity debt, over 90% of which is owed to domestic institetions and denominated in local currency. As a result, despite its large

fiscal deficits. lndia's gross financing requirements are moderate and reiativeiy insulated from external financing and exchange rate

risk. The longer maturity profits of government debt, averaging close to 10 years, also towers the impact of interest rate voiatiiity on

debt servicing costs.

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, GOVERNANCE CONSiDERATiONS

Environmental considerations are materiai to india's rating, as the country is vulnerahte to climate change. For exampte, monsoon

rains are critical for lndia's agricultural sector, given that almost half the country‘s farm land is not irrigated. Half of india's overall

consumption comes from the rural sector and many rural incomes are dependent on agriculture. The magnitude and dispersion of

seasonai monsoon rainfali continue to influence agricuiturai sector growth, food inflation and rurai household consumption. As a

b1'esuit. droughts can create economic, tiscai and social costs for the sovereign. Elevated ieveis of poliution and rising concerns

around water scarcity and management, aiso present environmentai risks.

Social considerations are material to India's credit profile. mainly related to demographics driven by india's young and growing

working-age population. The United Nations estimates that lndia's Working age population (15 to 64 years old) wiil continue to rise

from about 88% of the total in 2018 to about 88% in 2030-40. Meanwhiie, 6 to 8 million youths will enter the tabor tome every year

through 2030. This creates both opportunities, through a higher contribution of labor to potential growth, and social challenges. if iob
creation does not keep pace with India's working age population growth.

Governance is material to India's credit profile. The country's scores are moderate on institutionai factors. as measured by the

Woridwide Governance indicators, reflecting moderate government and policy effectiveness.

WHAT WOULD CHANGE THE RATiNG UP

The negative outiook indicates that an upgrade is uniikely in the near term. Moody's would likely change the rating outlook to stable
if the likelihood that fiscal metrics Would stabilize and improve over time increased significantiy. This would probabiy resuit from
renewed indications that economic and institutional reforms wouici support sustained. strong investment and GDP growth. and
broaden the government‘s revenue base over the medium term. in particular, at this juncture, a credible and durable stabilization of
the non-bank financial sector that reduced the possibility of negative spiiiovers to banks and restored strong credit provision to
productive sectors Woutd be credit positive.

WHAT WOULD CHANGE THE RATING DOWN

Moody's would likely downgrade india's ratings if its fiscal metrics were increasingly iikely to weaken materiaity. This woutd probably

happen in the context of a prolonged or deep siowdown in growth. with only timited prospects that the government would be abie to
restore stronger growth through economic and institutional reforms. A marked and long-Iasting weakening in the health of the

financial sector wouict both raise the associated fiscat costs should the government heed to support some instittttions and increase
the risk that growth remains too low to prevent a rise in the debt burden.
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.GDP'per capita (PPP basis, USES): 7,859 (2018 Actuat) (also known as Per Capita tnccme)
.91! .

Real GDP growth (% change): 8.8% (2018_Actual) (also known as GDP Growth)

lnttatton Rate (CPi. % change Dechec): 2.9% (2018 Aotuat)

Gee. Gov. Financiai BaianoelGDP: —5.9% (20t8 Actual) (also known as Fiscat Baiance)

Current Account BalanceiGDP: -2.1% (2018 Actual) (atso known as External Balance)

 

External debt/GDP: 20.0% (2018 Actual)

Level of economic development: High levet of economic resilience

Defautt histow: No defautt events (on bonds or loans) have been recorded since t983.

On 04 November 2019, a rating committee was oatled to discuss the rating of the indie, Government of. The main points raised

during the discussion were: The issuer‘s economic fundamentats. including its economic strength, have not materially changed. The

issuer's institutional strength! framework, have not materially changed. The issuer’s fiscal or ftnanctat strength, including its debt

profile. has not materiatly changed. The issuer's susceptibility to event risks has materiaily increased.

The principal methodology used in these ratings was Sovereign Bond Ratings published in November 2018. Ptease see the Rating

Methodotogies page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology. i

The weighting of alt rating factors is described in the methodology used in this credit rating action, if applicabte

.._,I‘L|ST OF AFFECTED RATINGS

I s’iuAffirmattons:

..tssuer: India. Government of

...Long—term issuer Rating (Foreign and Locat Currency), Affirmed BaaZ

...Sehior Unsecured Regular Bond/Debenture (Local Currency), Affirmed Baa2

....Other Short—Term Rating (Locat Currency}, Affirmed P—2

...Outtook, Changed To Negative From Stable

REGULATORY DiSCLOSURES

For ratings issued on a program, series, categoryi’class of debt or security this announcement provides certain regulatory

dtsctosures in relation to each rating of a subsequentty issued bond or note of the same series. categorylctass of debt, security or

pursuant to a program for which the {stings are derived exclusivety from existing ratings in accordance with Moody's rating

practices. For ratings issued on a support provider, this announcement provides certain regulatory disclosures in relation to the

credit rating action on the support provider and in retation to each particular credit rating action for securities that derive their credit

ratings from the support provider‘s credit rating. For provisional ratings, this announcement provides certain regulatory disctosures

in relation to the provisional rattng assigned. and in retation to a definitive rating that may be assigned subsequent to the final

issuance of the debt, in each case where the transaction structure and terms have not changed prior to the assignment of the

j iefinitive rating in a manner that would have affected the rating. For further information please See the ratings tab on the

-~-issuen'entity page for the respective issuer on www.moodyscorn.

For any effected securities 0: rated entities receiving direct credit support from the primary entity(tes) of this credit rating action, and

whose ratings may change as a result of this credit rating action, the associated tegulatory disclosures will be those of the guatantor

entity. Exceptions to this approach exist for the fotlowing disclosures, if applicable to jurisdiction: Ancittary Services, Disclosure to

rated entity, Disclosure from rated entity.

Regutatory disctosures contained in this press release apply to the credit rating and, it applicabte, the related rating outlook or rating

review.  
Please see www.moodys.com for any updates on changes to the tead rating analyst and to the Moody‘s legal entity that has issued

the rating.

Please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on www.moodys.com tor additionat regulatory disctosures for each credit rating.
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